Background
Introduction
Cerebellar parallel fibres form excitatory synapses with Purkinje neurons that exhibit facilitation during paired pulse stimulation. This phenomenon has been attributed to summation of calcium influx in the presynaptic terminals leading to an increase in release probability for the second pulse in the pair [1] . In addition to this form of short-term plasticity, release probability can also be increased by activation of presynaptic cAMP signalling pathways, resulting in PKA-dependent phosphorylation of several components of the presynaptic release machinery (principally, Rim1α and Rab3A), and PKA-independent activation of Epac, which collectively promote vesicle docking and priming [2] [3] [4] . These, and other, signalling pathways have been linked to presynaptic forms of long-term plasticity, most notably LTP during stimulation at 4-8 Hz [5] [6] [7] .
In addition to release at the synaptic cleft, parallel fibre terminals also exhibit ectopic release-that is, fusion of vesicles outside of the active zone-releasing glutamate directly into the extracellular space [8, 9] . This process mediates neuron-glial transmission, through the activation of Ca 2+ -permeable AMPA receptors on the Bergmann glia that enclose the synapses [10, 11] . It has previously been shown that paired pulse facilitation of ectopic transmission is even more pronounced than synaptic transmission [12, 13] , but conversely, ectopic release also shows long-term depression at stimulation frequencies in the 0.1-1 Hz range, conditions under which synaptic transmission is potentiated [14] . The basis of this depression is the depletion of vesicles from ectopic sites [15] , suggesting a deficit in the signalling processes linked to recycling of vesicles to docking sites [16, 17] .
We hypothesized that ectopic and synaptic sites may differ in their sensitivity to calcium release from internal stores, given that calcium has been implicated increasing vesicle recycling rate [18] . In investigating the effects of different calcium mobilizing agents, we discovered that the ryanodine receptor agonist, caffeine, has two striking effects on transmission at parallel fibre terminals. We show that, unexpectedly, these effects of caffeine do not depend on known pharmacological targets linked to calcium or cAMP signalling, and so conclude that a previously unrecognized pharmacological action of caffeine is exerted on presynaptic release at both synaptic and ectopic sites.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Rats (age 16-20 days) were humanely killed by cervical dislocation. All experiments were performed according to policies on the care and use of laboratory animals of British Home Office and European Community laws. The University of Nottingham Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body approved the experiments. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering and reduce the number of animals used. decapitated, and the cerebellum rapidly excised and sliced using a vibrating microtome (Leica VT1000S). For recording, slices were transferred to an immersion chamber and perfused with a solution containing (mM): NaCl (126), KCl (3), NaH 2 PO4 (1.2), NaHCO 3 (25) , glucose (15) , MgSO 4 (2) , and CaCl 2 (2) and continuously bubbled with carbogen (95% O 2 , 5% CO 2 ). For Purkinje neuron experiments, the bath solution was supplemented with 20 μM picrotoxin to inhibit GABA A receptors.
Electrophysiology
Borosilicate recording electrodes were manufactured as previously described [19] . Internal solution consisted of (mM): K-gluconate (110), KCl (5), HEPES (50) , EGTA (0.05), MgSO 4 (4), ATP (4), GTP (0.2), phosphocreatine (9) , and pH to 7.4 with 1 M KOH. Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were made from Bergmann glia (holding potential -80 mV) and Purkinje neuron (holding potential -70 mV) somata in the Purkinje cell layer. Currents were low pass filtered at 4-5 kHz and sampled at 25 kHz, using Spike2 software (CED, Cambridge, UK). Series resistances ranged from 5 to 15 MΩ and were compensated by >85% in Purkinje neuron recordings, but uncompensated in glial recordings.
Parallel fibres were stimulated with a patch electrode (~1-2 MΩ) filled with bath solution and positioned in the molecular layer, connected to an isolated constant current stimulator (6.5-90 μA, 80 μs; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK). Stimulus was delivered as a pair of pulses with a 100 ms interval at a frequency of either 0.033 Hz or 1 Hz.
Materials
Caffeine, dantrolene, and IBMX (3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (Gillingham, Dorset, UK). 2-APB (2-aminoethoxydiphenylborane), CGP 52432, DPCPX (8-cyclopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine), MPPG ((RS)-α-methyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine), cytochalasin D, staurosporine, ML-9 hydrochloride, picrotoxin, ryanodine, and thapsigargin were purchased from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, UK). BAPTA (1,2-bis (2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid) and rimonabant hydrochloride were purchased from VWR International (Lutterworth, Leicestershire, UK). Forskolin was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, Leicestershire, UK). Stock solutions of rimonabant, cytochalasin D, staurosporine, ML-9, ryanodine, and DPCPX were prepared in DMSO, with a final DMSO concentration of less than 0.1%. All other drugs were dissolved directly into the bath solution.
Data analysis
Extrasynaptic current (ESC) and excitatory post-synaptic current (EPSC) traces shown are the average of five sequential recordings at the indicated frequency, unless otherwise indicated. Stimulus artefacts are truncated for clarity. Aggregate data are the mean ± s.e.m. of multiple cells as indicated in figure legends. Where stimulation frequency has been raised to 1 Hz, only every thirtieth stimulus is shown, to aid clarity. Decay time was measured as the time for an ESPC to decline from 90 to 10% of the peak current. Statistical significance of normalized data was tested for by single sample t test, except multiple comparisons, which were tested using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's test. Differences were considered significant if P < 0.05.
To determine concentration dependence, data were fitted with a modified form of the Hill equation (where R = response amplitude, and n H is the Hill coefficient):
Results
Synaptic and ectopic release sites exhibit differences in short-term plasticity with paired pulse stimulation, and in the ability to sustain transmission at baseline frequencies >0.1 Hz [13, 14] . We therefore tested the effects of caffeine on paired pulse facilitation at 0.033 Hz and 1 Hz, to explore whether differential effects were observed at the two sites.
Effects of caffeine on parallel fibre to Purkinje neuron transmission
Parallel fibres were stimulated with a pair of pulses (100 ms interval) at a baseline frequency of 0.033 Hz. Under these control conditions, a pair of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) are evoked in the Purkinje neuron which exhibit paired-pulse facilitation (Fig 1A and 1B) . Perfusing the slice with 50 mM caffeine, a concentration that should maximally activate ryanodine receptors in the slice preparation (EC 50~6 mM; [20] ), increased the amplitude of the response to the first pulse (EPSC 1 ) by 1.60 ± 0.07 fold. This increase peaked after 5 min of treatment, but thereafter EPSC 1 amplitude declined progressively over the following 10-15 min. In contrast to the increase in EPSC 1 , the amplitude of the response to the second pulse (EPSC 2 ) did not change on addition of caffeine, so that the mean paired-pulse ratio fell to 0.99 ± 0.04 after 5 min of caffeine treatment (Fig 1C) . Paired pulse ratio remained the same during the decline in EPSC 1 amplitude after the peak, as both pulses decreased in parallel ( Fig  1A and 1B) .
In addition to the changes in EPSC amplitude, 50 mM caffeine also caused a small but statistically significant increase in decay time for both responses in the pair (EPSC 1 control decay = 34.30 ± 1.37 ms, EPSC 1 caffeine decay = 46.29 ± 8.04 ms; EPSC 2 control decay = 38.99 ± 1.32 ms, EPSC 2 caffeine decay = 53.82 ± 6.81 ms, means ± s.e.m; n = 6; P = 0.0434 and P = 0.0047 respectively, single sample t test).
To test the effect of caffeine on transmission strength at higher stimulation frequencies, baseline frequency was raised to 1 Hz. This increase led to the near complete loss of the EPSC for both pulses, within 5 min (Fig 1A and 1B) . After the stimulation frequency was returned to a baseline of 0.033 Hz, both EPSC amplitudes demonstrated a slow recovery over 5 min.
Effects of caffeine on parallel fibre to Bergmann glial transmission
Whole cell recording of extrasynaptic currents (ESCs) in Bergmann glial cells allows the measurement of ectopic release from parallel fibre terminals, due mainly to activation of glial AMPA receptors and glutamate transporters [11, 13] . Under the same stimulation conditions as Purkinje neuron recordings, the amplitude of ESC 1 was greatly enhanced by application of 50 mM caffeine, with mean fold change of 3.06 ± 0.25 after 5 min (Fig 2A and 2B) . As with Purkinje neuron responses, this enhancement was not sustained, and amplitude declined progressively over 10-15 min to return to pre-treatment levels.
In contrast to Purkinje neurons, the amplitude of ESC 2 in Bergmann glia was rapidly reduced within 5 min of caffeine addition, from 2.11 ± 0.27 to 0.96 ± 0.12 of control ESC 1 amplitude, and remained stable for a further 15 min (Fig 2A and 2B) . Accordingly, mean paired-pulse ratio fell dramatically to 0.31 ± 0.03 after 5 min of caffeine treatment (Fig 2C) .
The decay time of Bergmann glial ESCs was not significantly altered by caffeine treatment when stimulating at 0.033 Hz (ESC 1 control decay = 78.73 ± 2.18 ms, ESC 1 caffeine decay = 93.32 ± 0.28 ms, ESC 2 control decay = 99.05 ± 5.07 ms, ESC 2 caffeine decay = 127.17 ± 15.21 ms; means ± s.e.m.; n = 6; P = 0.1255 and P = 0.3606 respectively, single sample t test).
Raising stimulation frequency to 1 Hz led to the complete loss of ESCs (Fig 2A and 2B ), but this is in keeping with the response of ectopic transmission under normal conditions [19] .
Concentration-dependence of caffeine effects
Caffeine appeared to be having at least two distinct effects on transmission at the parallel fibrePurkinje neuron synapse: an enhancement of EPSC amplitude for the first pulse in the pair, and a decrease in the ability of the terminal to sustain transmission at 1 Hz. We next investigated the concentration-dependence of these two effects.
Caffeine increased the amplitude of EPSC 1 at 0.033 Hz, and decreased the amplitude at 1 Hz, in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig 3A and 3B) . At the highest concentration tested (50 mM) the increase in EPSC 1 amplitude reached a peak before declining (Fig 1B) , but at lower concentrations, the increase was sustained over 10 min (Fig 3A) . In contrast to the effects on amplitude, no significant changes in decay time were detected for either EPSC 1 or EPSC 2 at any caffeine concentration <50 mM (P > 0.05 at all concentrations by single sample t test).
Plotting the maximum and minimum amplitudes attained at the different baseline frequencies allows potency to be determined (Fig 3B) . For potentiation at 0.033 Hz, EC 50 = 6.55 mM. For depression at 1 Hz, IC 50 = 6.50 mM. These values are closely similar to the potency of caffeine as a ryanodine receptor agonist [20] .
The concentration dependence of the enhancement of Bergmann glial ESC 1 was also measured (Fig 3B) . A concentration-dependent increase in ESC amplitude was observed, but the data were poorly fitted by the Hill equation, and no maximum response could be determined ( Fig 3B) . Estimating the EC 50 for the enhancement of glial ESC 1 based on the response at 50 mM gave a value of >28 mM (Fig 3B) , indicating a lower potency for caffeine at ectopic than synaptic sites.
Effect of inter-stimulus interval on paired pulse ratio in the presence of caffeine
To characterize the effect of caffeine on facilitation more fully, we explored how inter-stimulus interval affected paired pulse ratio before and after treatment.
For untreated Purkinje neurons, short intervals (10-20 ms) exhibited maximal paired pulse facilitation of EPSCs, which declined in magnitude with increasing pulse interval, until no facilitation was evident at 1 s (Fig 4A) . This is consistent with other reports [12, 21, 22] . In contrast, after incubation with 50 mM caffeine, paired pulse facilitation was effectively abolished. Mean paired pulse ratio was less than or equal to 1 at all intervals tested (Fig 4A) , reflecting the substantial increase in amplitude of EPSC 1 with no corresponding increase in amplitude of EPSC 2 . This reversal of facilitation to depression was most evident at short intervals.
For parallel fibre to Bergmann glial transmission, paired pulse facilitation is more pronounced than parallel fibre to Purkinje neuron transmission, and facilitation decreases with increasing pulse interval ( Fig 4B) . After treatment with caffeine, paired pulse ratio is reduced at all intervals, although in contrast to Purkinje neuron EPSCs, facilitation is still observed at very short intervals (Fig 4B) .
Tetanic stimulation
To investigate the effects of caffeine on short-term plasticity in more detail, we stimulated parallel fibres at 100 Hz for 50 pulses.
Bergmann glial ESCs depress during tetanic stimulation, and recovery post-tetanus is impaired [15] . Consequently, we focussed on the effects of caffeine on synaptic transmission. To limit activation of presynaptic neuromodulatory receptors (A1R, GABA B R, mGluR4, CB1R), we pre-incubated the slice with a cocktail of antagonists (see Fig 4 legend) , to block G i/o inhibitory pathways that can reduce release probability [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Consistent with our previous study [15] a tetanus of 50 pulses at 100 Hz led to failure of transmission, presumably due to exhaustion of the readily releasable pool, as the majority of this current is attributable to postsynaptic AMPA receptor activation (Fig 4C) . After the tetanus, the recovery of EPSC amplitude has a biphasic time course, with a rapid recovery of 61% ± 10% of amplitude within 0.5 s, followed by a slower, exponential recovery of the remaining EPSC amplitude (τ = 5.74 s) with evidence of an overshoot above pre-tetanus amplitude ( Fig  4C) .
After treatment with caffeine, three changes in transmission are evident. First, there is a dramatic decrease in the current generated during the tetanus, with an apparent failure of transmission within 3-5 pulses (Fig 4C) . Second, the fast recovery phase post-tetanus is reduced relative to control conditions (28% ± 5% of pre-tetanus amplitude). Third, the exponential recovery phase is slowed (τ = 8.87 s) and does not reach pre-tetanus levels within the 30 s investigated (Fig 4C) . This pattern of synaptic transmission during caffeine treatment is closely similar to neuron-glial transmission at ectopic sites [15] , suggesting that caffeine has compromised vesicle recovery mechanisms in the active zone, mimicking behaviour normally observed at ectopic release sites.
Inhibiting calcium release from stores does not alter caffeine effects
Having characterized the consequences of caffeine treatment for synaptic and ectopic transmission, we next sought to identify the targets of caffeine that were responsible for the observed effects.
Caffeine is known to affect calcium release from internal stores through two mechanisms: agonism of ryanodine receptors (EC 50~6 mM; [20] ) and antagonism of InsP 3 receptors (IC 50~1 .64 mM; [28] although see also [29] ). Given that calcium signalling is required for both vesicle release and recycling [18] , it is plausible that modification of cytosolic calcium levels by disruption of release from stores could account for the observed effects of caffeine. Contrary to this hypothesis, existing evidence suggests that store release does not have a significant effect on EPSC amplitude or paired pulse facilitation at parallel fibre synapses [30, 31] . Nevertheless, the effect of caffeine on transmission at 1 Hz may reflect disruption of intra-terminal calcium signalling.
To investigate this hypothesis, we first depleted store calcium levels with the sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca 2+ -ATPase (SERCA) inhibitor, thapsigargin (2 μM). Bath application of 2 μM thapsigargin alone had no effect on EPSC amplitude, paired pulse ratio, or potentiation at 1 Hz (Fig 5A) , consistent with previous results [31] . Co-application of thapsigargin and caffeine (50 mM) led to a similar result to caffeine alone: an increase in EPSC 1 amplitude and concomitant decrease in paired pulse ratio, and a loss of transmission at 1 Hz (Fig 5B and 5C) .
Depletion of stores may have an unpredictable effect on cytoplasmic calcium levels due to the activation of store-operated calcium entry (SOCE) in the presence of the extracellular calcium concentration necessary for synaptic transmission. We therefore tested the hypothesis further with the use of a ryanodine receptor antagonist (dantrolene, 20 μM; [32] ), and an inhibitor of InsP 3 receptors and SOCE channels (2-APB, 10 μM; [33] ) We tested all three inhibitors of store-dependent calcium signalling at submaximal (10 mM) and maximal (50 mM) concentrations of caffeine.
None of the inhibitors had any statistically-significant effect of transmission when applied to the bath alone, at either 0.033 Hz or 1 Hz stimulation frequencies (Fig 6A) . When co-applied with 10 mM caffeine, none of the inhibitors had a statistically significant effect on mean EPSC 1 amplitude at 0.033 Hz, compared to caffeine alone (Fig 6B) . Thapsigargin reduced the depression of transmission at 1 Hz relative to 10 mM caffeine alone (Fig 6B) , though the mean amplitude was still significantly less than the same thapsigargin treatment in the absence of caffeine (P <0.003, unpaired t test; cf. Fig 6A) . In contrast, dantrolene enhanced the depression at 1 Hz (Fig 6B) , possibly implying an additive effect of these two compounds. At the higher caffeine concentration of 50 mM, where the effect size was greater, none of the inhibitors had any statistically significant effect on EPSC amplitude at 0.033 Hz or 1 Hz (Fig 6C) .
Collectively, these results suggest that release of calcium from internal stores is unlikely to account for the effects of caffeine on synaptic transmission, with the inhibitors showing only minor and inconsistent modulation of effect size at 10 mM caffeine.
Modulation of cAMP signalling does not alter caffeine effects
Caffeine inhibits multiple isoforms of phosphodiesterase (PDE), with the effect of increasing cAMP (and cGMP) levels [34] . Elevation of cAMP can increase release probability, through increased PKA-dependent phosphorylation of several accessory proteins in the presynaptic SNARE complex, and could therefore account for the observed effect of caffeine on EPSC amplitude. To test this hypothesis, we applied an alternative PDE inhibitor, isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX, 1 mM), to determine whether it could reproduce and/or occlude the effects of caffeine.
Application of IBMX alone resulted in an increase in amplitude of EPSC 1 at 0.033 Hz paired stimulation (Fig 7A) . However, in contrast to caffeine, the amplitude of EPSC 2 was also increased by IBMX, meaning that paired pulse ratio was decreased to a smaller extent than with caffeine, and facilitation was maintained (Fig 7D) . Raising stimulation frequency to 1 Hz had no effect on either EPSC amplitude (Fig 7A) , again distinguishing the effects of PDE inhibition from that of caffeine.
Addition of 50 mM caffeine to slices pre-treated with IBMX resulted in a small additional increase in mean EPSC 1 amplitude, which was followed by a decline consistent with that observed with caffeine alone (Fig 7B) . Concurrently, caffeine also caused a decrease in EPSC 2 Caffeine Modulates Vesicle Release and Recovery amplitude, and therefore caused the typical decrease in paired pulse ratio and loss of facilitation (Fig 7D) .
The effects of PDE inhibition on the initial increase in EPSC 1 amplitude evoked by caffeine are equivocal (Fig 7B) , possibly because the magnitude in mean increase for EPSC 1 is similar for IBMX and caffeine, and that the biphasic effect of caffeine on EPSC 1 amplitude makes interpretation challenging. We therefore investigated the effect of IBMX on ectopic transmission, . C) As B, for cells exposed to 50 mM caffeine. Numbers superimposed over each bar on the chart are number of cells per group. All data sets are the result of experiments using slices harvested from a minimum of 2 animals, with the exception of 10 mM caffeine plus dantrolene, which is from 1 animal. Statistical significance of differences in mean between control and inhibitors, or caffeine in the presence and absence of inhibitors, was tested for using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's multiple comparisons test. *P <0.05; ns, P >0.05. Single sample t tests were used to compare caffeine data to their respective controls: control vs 50 mM at 0.033 Hz-P = 0.0003; control vs 50 mM at 1 Hz-P < 0.0001; control vs 10 mM at 0.033 Hz-P = 0.0158; control vs 10 mM at 1 Hz-P = 0.0001. where the amplitude of ESC 1 enhancement by caffeine is much more pronounced (Fig 2A and  2B) .
Addition of 1 mM IBMX to the bath enhanced glial ESC 1 to a similar extent as neuronal EPSC 1 , and as with synaptic transmission, paired pulse ratio was reduced but still showed facilitation (Fig 7C and 7D) . Co-application of caffeine after pre-treatment with IBMX led to a dramatic further increase in mean ESC 1 amplitude and reversal of paired pulse facilitation, on a similar scale to caffeine alone (Fig 2B) , suggesting that IBMX and caffeine are working through different mechanisms to potentiate ESC 1 amplitude. To further test the potential role of cAMP signalling in the observed phenomena, we applied an activator of adenylyl cyclase to raise cAMP levels through a PDE-independent route. Forskolin (10 μM) was applied alone and with 50 mM caffeine. As with IBMX, forskolin increased Purkinje neuron EPSC 1 and EPSC 2 amplitudes at 0.033 Hz stimulation, with only a small decrease in paired pulse ratio (Fig 8A and 8D) . Raising stimulation frequency to 1 Hz caused a decrease in mean EPSC 1 amplitude, but to a lesser extent that that observed with caffeine (Fig 8A  and 8D) . Finally, forskolin did not block the effects of caffeine on paired pulse ratio nor the marked depression during 1 Hz stimulation (Fig 8B and 8D) . Collectively, these results show that enhancing release probability through cAMP dependent mechanisms cannot account for the effects of caffeine on paired pulse ratio, or depression during 1 Hz stimulation.
Finally, it is possible that the caffeine effect depends on modulation of both calcium and cAMP signalling pathways simultaneously. We therefore applied ryanodine at a concentration that is known to act as an agonist at the ryanodine receptor (500 nM; [35] ) concurrently with 10 μM forskolin (Fig 8C and 8D ). This combination gave a similar result to forskolin alone, although the addition of ryanodine reduced the magnitude of potentiation, and the extent of depression at 1 Hz (Fig 8C) .
Caffeine response does not require calcium release in the Purkinje neuron
Bath application of caffeine will act on all cell types and compartments, so we next sought to determine whether caffeine was acting within the Purkinje neuron, rather than the presynaptic terminals. Caffeine was added to the internal pipette solution at 15 mM-a concentration sufficient to provoke substantial changes in paired pulse ratio and depression at 1 Hz when applied to the bath (Fig 3A and 3B) .
With 15 mM caffeine in the internal solution, no change in EPSC 1 amplitude was observed over 10 min of recording (Fig 9A) . Furthermore, increasing stimulation frequency to 1 Hz led to a small increase in mean EPSC 1 amplitude, which persisted after returning to 0.033 Hz ( Fig  9A) . These results are consistent with control slices untreated with caffeine ( Fig 3A) .
Caffeine can rapidly equilibrate across the cell membrane [36] . Consequently, the concentration of caffeine reaching the fine dendrites would be uncertain (but higher internal concentrations of caffeine may result in diffusion out of the Purkinje neuron to reach appreciable levels in the presynaptic terminals). Given this uncertainty, we next buffered intracellular calcium within the Purkinje neuron by including 30 mM BAPTA in the internal solution, a concentration sufficient to block calcium signalling in Purkinje neuron spines [37] . Under these recording conditions, addition of 50 mM caffeine to the bath solution resulted in the same characteristic changes in paired pulse ratio and depression at 1 Hz as for Purkinje neurons with standard internal solution (Fig 9B) , suggesting changes in intracellular calcium within the Purkinje neuron do not contribute significantly to the observed effects of caffeine.
The caffeine effect is reversible and not due to changes in osmolarity
In principle, the effects of caffeine on synaptic and ectopic transmission could be a result of toxicity rather than a selective pharmacological effect, and so we next investigated the reversibility of the phenomenon. The decrease of paired-pulse ratio was shown to be reversible on wash-out, during which paired-pulse facilitation was restored to 1.46 ± 0.08 (cf. 1.65 ± 0.06 for pre-treatment; Fig 10A and 10B) . Thereafter, raising stimulation frequency to 1 Hz did not cause a suppression of the evoked responses, and returning to baseline frequency elicited an overall potentiation (Fig 10B) , as with untreated controls (Fig 3A) .
Supplementing standard extracellular buffer with 50 mM caffeine increased bath solution osmolarity by around 10% (from 313 mOsm to 347 mOsm). As varying osmotic pressure is known to modulate release probability [38] , we repeated the experiments with 50 mM caffeine prepared in a modified Krebs buffer with reduced glucose and NaCl concentrations (to 5 mM and 117 mM respectively) to match osmolarity of the standard bath solution. Reducing the osmolarity of the caffeine solution had no effect on enhancement of amplitude at 0.033 Hz or suppression at 1 Hz (Fig 10C and 10D cf. Fig 1B) .
Disrupting vesicle trafficking does not reproduce caffeine effects
The preceding results suggest that caffeine does not modulate parallel fibre transmission via any of its well-known targets. We therefore investigated other components of the vesicle recovery apparatus, speculating that the loss of inward current observed during tetanic stimulation reflects rapid depletion of the readily releasable pool (Fig 4C) . In particular, previous work has shown that caffeine can disorder cytoskeletal structure in smooth muscle cells [39] , which would also be predicted to disrupt vesicle recycling.
To test this hypothesis, we pharmacologically inhibited vesicle trafficking by two mechanisms that we have previously shown to depress transmission at 1 Hz [15] : inhibition of myosin light chain kinase with ML-9 (25 μM), and inhibition of actin monofilament polymerization with cytochalasin D (10 μM). Slices were pre-incubated for 10 minutes prior to the onset of tetanic stimulation, and in both cases, bath application of the inhibitor failed to mimic the decrease in current during the tetanus observed with 50 mM caffeine (Fig 11) . This suggests that despite causing similar loss of transmission at 1 Hz [15] , disruption of cytoskeletal assembly and transport did not reproduce the effect of caffeine on readily releasable pool size.
We finally tested a broad-spectrum kinase inhibitor, to test whether the loss of transmission during tetanus may be due to caffeine inhibiting one of the many phosphorylation steps involved in vesicle transport, docking, priming and fusion. Staurosporine (5 μM) failed to reproduce the dramatic reduction in current observed with caffeine application (Fig 11) , suggesting that if caffeine does diminish the readily releasable pool, it is not through serine/threonine phosphorylation-dependent events.
Discussion and Conclusions
Our results show that caffeine has two effects on neurotransmitter release from parallel fibre terminals. First, paired pulse facilitation is reversed to paired pulse depression by an increase in the amplitude of the first pulse and decrease in the amplitude of the second pulse, an effect that is most dramatic at ectopic release sites. Second, caffeine led to loss of the usual potentiation of EPSC amplitude observed during 1 Hz stimulation, to instead show a progressive decrease in transmission strength-a pattern of plasticity that is closely similar to ectopic release under normal conditions. Effects of caffeine are not due to known pharmacological targets Caffeine has been extensively studied as a stimulant, and is known to act at many molecular targets in the central nervous system. Perhaps the best known pharmacological effects are antagonism of adenosine receptors [40] , agonism of ryanodine receptors [20] , and inhibition of PDE [34] . The effects of caffeine observed in this study have a similar concentration-dependence to these known targets (and many studies employ concentrations in the 10-50 mM range used here: e.g. [29, 31, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] ) but the evidence suggests that the effects on synaptic transmission are independent of these targets.
Pharmacological manipulation of calcium release from internal stores (Figs 5 and 6) neither reproduced nor blocked the effects of caffeine. These results are consistent with previous studies, which have reported that calcium release from internal stores has no impact on EPSC amplitude or short-term plasticity at parallel fibre synapses [30, 31] . Similarly, manipulation of cAMP signalling did not alter caffeine responses (Figs 7 and 8) , suggesting that antagonism of tonic adenosine signalling in the molecular layer, or inhibition of PDE in the presynaptic terminals, are unable to account for the ability of caffeine to reverse paired pulse facilitation of synaptic and ectopic responses to parallel fibre stimulation, or cause failure of synaptic transmission at 1 Hz. Furthermore, previous studies have also shown that A1 adenosine receptor antagonists have no detectable effect on transmission strength or paired pulse ratio at either synaptic or ectopic release sites [46, 47] . This suggests a lack of tonic adenosine signalling in the molecular layer, suggesting that antagonism of these receptors is unlikely to account for the ability of caffeine to increase the amplitude of synaptic and ectopic responses to parallel fibre stimulation.
Finally, we tested the combination of both ryanodine receptor agonism and adenylyl cyclase activation to reproduce the predicted increase in calcium and cAMP that could result from caffeine's multiple pharmacological actions. This resulted in a similar pattern of potentiation to forskolin alone, but with somewhat reduced amplitude. This could be explained by activation of calcium-sensitive PDE as a result of calcium release from internal stores, limiting the increase in cAMP evoked by forskolin.
Enhancement of vesicle release by caffeine
The increase in EPSC 1 amplitude by caffeine could be explained by either an increase in the number of release competent sites, or an increase in probability of release at existing sites. An increase in the number of sites, for example through "unsilencing" of terminals [48] , would not, however, be predicted to cause the decrease in paired pulse ratio observed with caffeine.
An increase in release probability could result in facilitation switching to paired pulse depression if probability was increased to the extent that the initial stimulus caused depletion of release ready vesicles (as with the climbing fibre synapse). However, the release probability at parallel fibre terminals is uncertain, with estimates being confounded by multivesicular release [22, 49] , rapid replenishment of vesicles [50, 51] , and different outcomes for stimulation of unitary and clustered inputs [52] . Furthermore, increasing release probability by either increasing extracellular calcium or increasing presynaptic cAMP does not eliminate paired pulse facilitation, adding to the evidence that these terminals retain the capacity for facilitation even if EPSC 1 amplitude is substantially increased, mostly likely due to active replenishment of vesicles within tens of milliseconds [51] .
Deducing the mechanism of enhancement of EPSC 1 amplitude is also complicated by the second effect of caffeine: depression during 1 Hz stimulation. The mechanisms may be interrelated, on the basis that they show similar sensitivity to caffeine (Fig 3B) , and so changes in paired pulse ratio may reflect both processes occurring simultaneously.
Effects of caffeine on maintenance of readily releasable pool
Treatment with caffeine made the parallel fibre input incapable of sustaining transmission when baseline frequency was raised to 1 Hz (Figs 1, 2 and 3) . Even when returning to 0.033 Hz after 5 min at 1 Hz, the recovery of EPSC amplitude was slow ( Fig 1B) ; indeed the time course of depression and recovery came to resemble the typical response to 1 Hz stimulation observed at ectopic release sites [19] . Stimulation of parallel fibres at 100 Hz in the presence of caffeine led to a dramatic reduction in the total inward current generated during the tetanus, and a partial loss of the fast recovery of EPSC amplitude in the post-stimulus period (Fig 4C) . These results are again consistent with the idea that caffeine prevents the terminals from rapidly replenishing the readily releasable pool during repetitive stimulation.
The calcium influx that triggers vesicle release in parallel fibre terminals also activates vesicle recycling and docking mechanisms [18] , meaning that during a tetanus under control conditions, depletion due to release is partially counteracted by accelerated recovery of docked and primed vesicles. If caffeine inhibited this accelerated recovery, it would account for all our observations: loss of paired pulse facilitation, rapid failure of transmission during a tetanus, reduced recovery after a tetanus, and failure of transmission during sustained 1 Hz stimulation.
Accordingly, we speculate that the observed effects of caffeine on synaptic transmission can be explained by a dual mechanism: an increase in release probability coupled with an inhibition of vesicle replenishment mechanisms.
Transmission at ectopic sites
The potentiation of release probability by caffeine at synaptic sites is also present at ectopic sites. Indeed, the extent of potentiation of the first pulse is even greater (Fig 2) , most likely reflecting the lower release probability of ectopic sites. This enhancement is however accompanied by a dramatic decline in ESC amplitude even at 0.033 Hz, which is consistent with the idea that ectopic sites lack fast vesicle recovery intrinsically and so any loss of vesicles will deplete the total ectopic pool.
The EC 50 for enhancement of ectopic transmission (>28 mM) was greater than for enhancement of synaptic transmission (6.50 mM), suggesting that whatever target caffeine is acting on to increase release probability has differing sensitivity at ectopic and synaptic sites.
Potential targets for caffeine
Our data show that calcium release from stores and cAMP signalling are unlikely to be the mechanisms by which caffeine alters vesicle release and recovery, indicating a previously unrecognized target or targets. One noteworthy possibility comes from the recent observation that caffeine can disrupt actin polymerisation in smooth muscle cells independently of calcium or cAMP modulation [39] . There is abundant evidence for cytoskeletal rearrangements being necessary for vesicle trafficking and recycling [16] , and we have previously shown that other inhibitors of actin polymerisation can render parallel fibre synapses incapable of sustaining transmission at 1 Hz [15] . However, whilst this seems to represent a plausible hypothesis for the effects of caffeine on vesicle recovery, inhibiting key components of actin cytoskeleton remodelling was not able to mimic the effect of caffeine during tetanic stimulation (Fig 11) . Furthermore, broad-spectrum inhibition of kinases also failed to reproduce the loss of transmission during a tetanus, reducing the likelihood that kinase inhibition could account for the effect. Collectively, these results show that the effects of caffeine are not directly predictable from known effects on reported molecular targets; another mode of action remains to be discovered.
Pharmacological implications of caffeine effects
The previously unrecognized ability of caffeine to alter vesicle release probability and recovery has implications for interpretation of previous studies that have used the drug to investigate cerebellar function. For example, caffeine has previously been used as a mechanism of elevating calcium in Purkinje neurons as an approach for evoking long-term depression [53] . Our results would suggest that presynaptic effects of caffeine would complicate interpretation of this experiment. Beyond the cerebellum, if caffeine acts in a similar way at other synapses, there may be a convolution of actions on release probability and recycling both through direct mechanisms and via actions on calcium release from stores, as many other synapses do show sensitivity to store-dependent calcium signalling [54] . Consequently, the use of caffeine as a pharmacological tool for investigating these phenomena should be undertaken with caution.
Another implication of our results is that it is possible to pharmacologically enhance synaptic release but with a "ceiling effect", where overstimulation would be counteracted by the failure to recycle readily-releasable vesicles. As such, caffeine would be acting as a stimulant at excitatory terminals that fire at relatively low rates, but a depressant at terminals that fire at high frequencies. Under these conditions, the stimulant effect would be self-limiting, and indeed may even be protective under conditions of hyperexcitability such as epilepsy or migraine. Development of new compounds with this same mechanism may thus have therapeutic potential.
